
SMART PHONE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

The product life cycle of a smartphone is not just about physical attributes; it is heavily impacted by software in order to
ensure security.

The head of our U. Not only has smartphone financing evolved from an outright purchase to a monthly
payment structure, the phones themselves have evolved quickly. From phone buying payment structures,
service contracts to usage photos, music streaming, storage needs, how long a device is kept â€” almost
everything has changed. Mobile phones went from being a minority user group to an essential of life. Industry
watchers think will be anemic, with either more falls or very modest growth. During the goal and scope ph
ase, a statement is made that explains the study and describes how the results are to be communicated. By
Tejvan Pettinger on November 1st, Post navigation. There were no mobile phones, no one ever answered the
telephone shared by the whole corridor There was definitely no facebook and very few had email. As the
market expands, more competition often drives prices down to make the specific products competitive. In ,
more than 1. Marketing in the decline stage is often minimal or targeted at already loyal customers, and prices
are reduced. But, because the mobile phone has evolved, it is hard to see a decline in mobile phone
subscriptions for the foreseeable future. The graph shows the revenue as the product goes through the stages.
See how enterprise mobile solutions are changing the way that employees work on a daily basis. So, when
deploying smartphones, enterprise mobility managers should think about not only protecting the device itself,
but also whether it will continue to be supported by the manufacturer with ongoing firmware and security
updates. This is perhaps best showcased in Apple's AAPL - Get Report famous launch presentations, which
highlight the new features of their newly or soon to be released products. The only reason Apple has
introduced a new iPhone every year is to make money but someone should have foreseen that the market was
at the mature stage and that consumers were not going to continue to go in debt every year for a new phone
when their old ones work just fine. The product life cycle is the process a product goes through from when it is
first introduced into the market until it declines or is removed from the market. Tim Cook has done nothing
but stay to the blueprint laid out by Jobs. Still, while the electric car isn't necessarily new, the innovations that
companies like Tesla have made in recent years are consistently adapting to new changes in the electric car
market, signaling its growth phase. Costs are generally very high and there is typically little competition.
Some other models of product supply chains are the social transformations view, user views utility model and
affective model , government view, and the rational model. Naturally, these trends impact the overall supply
chain for mobile devices and smartphones. Next, during the maturity state, the positive growth in revenue dies
out. With the Galaxy Note8 and Galaxy S9 Enterprise Edition smartphones, Samsung addresses this pain
point, giving businesses an extra level of reassurance thanks to its commitment to two years of market
availability from date of general availability and three years of monthly security updates. To help companies
protect their investment, Samsung provides support for monthly security updates for three years from general
availability. If we overlay the three graphs, as in Figure 5, below, then it is easy to see the impact. The latest
models boast larger screens, longer battery life and powerful cameras, but all the new technology has driven
up retail prices, creating a larger financial hit when it comes to depreciation. Decline Although companies will
generally attempt to keep the product alive in the maturity stage as long as possible, decline for every product
is inevitable. This is estimated to add a further 2. Finally, this example demonstrates the importance of
creating a diverse set of products. Given the highly saturated market, it is typically in the maturity stage of a
product that less successful competitors are pushed out of competition - often called the "shake-out point. The
smartphone adoption rate is already at 60 per cent in the developed world and will lead smartphone growth
over the next five years as the average selling price of smartphones continues to decline. They are some of the
most popular products ever put on sale. When the iPod lost market share to the iPhone, Apple won. But, how
does the product life cycle actually work, and how can analyzing it help companies? Introduction A long slow
period of introduction from to  For example, online streaming service Netflix pivoted their product by going
from a DVD-delivering service to primarily an online streaming service - which was met with great success. If
sales are stale, many companies consider shifting their marketing strategy and focus on marketing to new
demographics to help introduce their product to a potential new revenue stream. The unsustainable disposal
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and recycling of e-waste has important social and environmental consequences. When a new product is
released, it is often a high-stakes time in the product's life cycle - although it does not necessarily make or
break the product's eventual success. Smartphone trends affecting the product lifecycle June 08, The mobile
phone market has evolved significantly over the years.


